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JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution in this case was launched by the lodging of the ejahar with the Officer  
in Charge of the Lanka Police Station by the informant/victim Sri. Bishu Ram Chauhan on 
10/06/13  to  the  effect  that  on  03/06/13  at  around  3.30  p.m.  the accused  persons 
namely, Parashuram Chauhan, Aragal Chauhan, Tara Devi Chauhan, Sunita Chauhan and 
Rinku Chauhan armed with dao, dagger, rod and sediya entered into the chili cultivation 
where the informant was working and attacked him injuring him grievously. 

2. The police upon receipt of the ejahar registered Lanka Police Station case no. 126/2013 
under  sections  147/447/325/326  IPC  and  started  investigation  in  the  case.  After 
completion of the investigation the police submitted chargesheet against the accused 
Parashuram Chauhan under sec 447/326/323 IPC.



3. The accused was called upon to enter trial and after causing his appearance the copies 
of the relevant documents were furnished to the accused. Upon hearing and on perusal  
of record formal charge against the accused persons under section 447/326/323 IPC 
were framed and the said charge were read over and explained to the accused to which 
he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

4. The prosecution in support of its case examined eight witnesses whereas the defence 
did not adduce any evidence.

5. The defence case is of total denial  as is evident from the statement of the accused 
persons, recorded under section 313 CrPC. 

6. I have heard both the parties. I have heard the learned counsel for the accused who 
submitted that there is no material against the accused; as such the accused should be 
acquitted.

7. Upon  hearing  and  on  perusal  of  record  I  have  formulated  the  following  point  for 
determination-

(1)Whether the accused had on 03/06/13 at about 3.30 p.m. criminally trespassed 
in the chili plantation of the informant thereby committed offence under section 
447 IPC?

(2)Whether the accused had on 03/06/13 at about 3.30 p.m. voluntarily caused 
grievous injury to the informant by dangerous weapons and thereby committed 
offence punishable under section 326 IPC?

(3)Whether the accused had on 03/06/13 at about 3.30 p.m. voluntarily caused 
grievous hurt to the informant and thereby committed offence punishable under 
section 323 IPC?

8. Now let me discuss the materials on record and try to arrive at a definite finding as 
regards the points for determination.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION:

POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

9. I  have  taken  up  all  the  points  for  determination  together  to  arrive  at  a  definite 
conclusion.



10.The  prosecution  has  examined  eight  witnesses  in  support  of  its  case  whereas  the 
defence had adduced none. 

11.The PW1, Bishu Ram Chauhan is the informant. In his deposition, PW1 stated that on 
the date of occurrence, he was working in his chili cultivation. At around 3.30 p.m., the 
accused came along with other persons and attacked him with dao, sticks and rod. The 
accused stabbed him in the right arm with a dagger. The informant raised a hue and cry 
and two persons arrived to save him. The accused left thereafter. PW1 then went to the 
police station from where he was forwarded to HAMM Hospital for treatment.

12.In his cross examination PW1 stated at the time of the incident he was working with a 
khurpi. There was a fight between the accused and the son of PW1 on the previous day. 
PW1 further stated that when he reached the hospital for treatment, he saw the accused 
also in the hospital bleeding profusely from the head. He also admitted that there was 
enmity between him and the accused who is his relative owing to some boundary 
dispute.

13.PW2 is Rajesh Chouhan who is the son of the informant. He stated that a day prior to 
the date of occurrence, the wife of the accused had assaulted him with a sickle. On the 
date of occurrence he saw the accused assaulting his father, the informant with a bhujali 
(Khukhri) in his hand. 

14.In his cross examination PW2 stated that accused was also injured and taken to the 
hospital for treatment. 

15.PW3, Anil Chodhury stated that at the time of occurrence, he was in his house when he 
heard the shouts of the informant. When he reached the spot, he saw the informant had 
injuries on his arm.

16.In his cross examination PW3 stated that though he had seen the accused on the spot, 
he did not see who had assaulted the informant. He saw the accused injured near his 
eyes.

17.PW4, Prabhu Nath Chouhan stated that he was not present at the time of the incident 
and he heard later that there was a fight between the accused and the victim.

18.In his cross examination, he stated that he saw both the accused and the informant 
injured later on.

19.PW5, Rakesh Barma in his deposition stated that he was not present at the time of the 
incident and he heard later that there was a fight between the accused and the victim.

20.PW6, Dr. Anjana Das is the Medical Officerat Lanka PHC who had provided treatment to 
injured informant initially. She stated that there was a lacerated injury on the vertex 
measuring 4*1*5 cm. and the informant was later referred to the HAMM hospital for 
further treatment. Exhibit 1, the Medical Cerificate was exhibited and proved by PW6.

21.PW7, Dr. Basudev Malakar is the SMHO, Lanka. Exhibit 2 which is the Medical Certificate 
of the informant as provided by Dr. Hazarika of HAMM Hospital was stated by PW7. 
Lacerated wound over right forearm, scalp, and middle finger along with bony deformity 
in both the forearms were the findings of the report.

22.In his cross examination, PW7 stated that he had not examined the informant himself 
and neither can he ascertain the signature in the certificate.

23.PW8, Chidananda Nath is the I/O of the case. He deposed about the whole process of 
investigation on the lodging of the Ejahar. The Ejahar was also exhibited as Exhibit 3. 



24.In his cross examination PW8 admitted that the G.D. Entry was not filed along with the 
charge sheet and also the fact that there is no mention of the G.D. Entry in the Medical 
Reports. He also stated that he did not find any weapon and blood at the spot where 
the alleged incident took place. 

25.In analyzing the depositions of all the witnesses it is found that only PW1 and PW2 had 
incriminated the accused with their statements. PW3, PW4 and PW5 have stated that 
they did not witness the incident themselves and they were later told that there was a 
fight between the accused and the informant. PW2 is the son of PW1 and his statement 
cannot be held to be the gospel truth since he is an interested witness. While going 
through the evidence on record, it is seen that there is a seven days delay in filing the 
ejahar, the delay of which has not been explained by the prosecution. PW1 in his 
statement has said that accused Parasuram along with others had assaulted him. He 
had not named who the other persons involved in the assault were. PW1 had stated that 
he was assaulted and stabbed with a dagger whereas PW2 who is the supposed eye-
witness has stated that PW1 was assaulted with a Bhujali. Moreover perusal of Medical 
Reports reveals that the injury was only lacerated in nature and not the kind of injury 
which is inflicted with a sharp weapon. Further, PW1 had also stated that the accused 
had attacked him with dao, sticks, rod e.c.t. whereas PW2 only mentions the use of 
bhujali by the accused. Moreover PW1-PW5 has all stated that the accused was injured 
in his head and was bleeding and taken to hospital for treatment. The prosecution had 
failed to account for and explain how the accused had sustained the injury on his 
person. In considering the scenario, it must also be remembered that both PW1 and 
PW2 were also armed; PW1 with a khurpi and PW2 with a spade. Furthermore there is 
also discrepancy in Exhibit 1 and 2 with regard to the injury of the informant.
 

26.DECISION:    It must be remembered that evidence that is beyond reasonable doubt is 
the standard of evidence required to validate a criminal conviction in our adversarial 
legal system. The prosecution bears the burden of proof and is required to prove their 
version of events to this standard. This means that the proposition being presented by 
the prosecution must be proven to the extent that there could be no”reasonable doubt” 
in the mind of a “reasonable person” that the accused is guilty. In the instant case I find 
lack of credibility in the versions of the main witnesses, i.e. PW1 and PW2. There are 
material differences in the versions of both PW1 and PW2 and also in the nature of 
injury caused on the informant as discussed above in detail. The injuries on the accused 
have also not been explained. Admittedly, the informant and accused are brothers and 
there is an ongoing dispute related to property and bad blood between the parties. A 
cross case have also been filed by the accused against the informant related to the 
same incident. The whole incident is hazy at best and the prosecution has failed to 
establish clearly as to who had assaulted whom and to bring home the charge against 
the accused beyond reasonable doubt.

ORDER

1. In view of the discussions made above and the decision reached therein it is held that 
the prosecution has failed to establish the charges leveled against the accused; as such 
the  accused  Parasuram  Chauhan  is  held  not  guilty  of  the  charge  under  section 
447/326/323 IPC and acquitted.



2. The case is disposed of on contest without cost.

          Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 1st  day of April, 2016 at 
Hojai.

Biswadeep Baruah,
Judicial Magistrate First Class, Hojai.


